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Being Chinese in Canada

Gently to Nagasaki

By Billy-Ray Belcourt

By William Ging Wee Dere

By Joy Kogawa

ANF 819.61 BEL
In this powerful genre-defying
collection of poetry,
photography, and academia,
Belcourt (Driftpile Cree Nation)
writes about mainstream
depictions of Indigenous life
and the simultaneous joys and suffering under
ongoing colonization. He also discusses queer
politics, love, and poetry as liberation.

ANF 971.004951 DER
This comprehensive work
looks at Chinese workers’
huge role in building the CPR
and the following Chinese
head tax. Dere gives voice to
generations of Chinese
Canadians, including his family, and discusses
the head tax redress movement.

ANF 819.354 KOG
In this blend of memoir and
social commentary, Kogawa
reveals the social, political,
religious and personal
failures that have shaped
her life as a Japanese
Canadian woman, including during WW2
when Japanese Canadians like her family were
forced into internment camps.

Until We Are Free
I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You
By David Chariandy

ANF 819.36 CHA
Inspired by a famous James
Baldwin essay, Chariandy
writes a letter about race,
identity, and belonging to his
13-year-old daughter. It's a
sweet, tender read, despite the
book’s originating as a way to explain a racist
encounter to his young child.

Edited By Rodney Diverlus,
Sandy Hudson, and Syrus
Marcus Ware

ANF 305.896071
This collection of essays
edited by the founders of
Black Lives Matter Canada
focuses on the movement
across the country.
Contributions tackles topics like Black Canadian
history, LGBTQ+ Black communities, the use of
social media in anti-racist activism, and more.

By Lee Maracle

ANF 819.454 MAR
Renowned Stó:lō author,
teacher, and storyteller Lee
Maracle’s conversational
essay collection is short but
rich. She interrogates topics
of citizenship, segregation, labour, law,
prejudice, reconciliation, and more.
Policing Black Lives

The Skin We’re In

Peace and Order

By Desmond Cole

By Harold Johnson

ANF 305.896071 COL
Powerfully blending
journalism and memoir, Black
Toronto activist and writer
Cole covers a wide variety of
issues as he chronicles the
year 2017. Topics include cops
in schools and Pride, police brutality,
immigration injustice, and the links between anti
-Black racism in Canada and colonization.

My Conversations with
Canadians

ANF 323.420899 JOH
Cree lawyer, former Crown
prosecutor, and author
Harold Johnson writes a
searing condemnation of the
Canadian state and the
failures of the Canadian
justice system to deliver
justice to Indigenous people and the ensuing
longterm and ongoing damage.

By Robyn Maynard

ANF 305.896071 MAY
Maynard’s dense, thorough
book about institutional
anti-Blackness in Canada is
the only comprehensive
study of Canadian antiBlack racism at the state
level. Covering a period of nearly 400 years,
Maynard discusses slavery, segregation,
incarceration, immigration, policing, poverty,
education, and the child welfare system.

Even This Page is White

Seven Fallen Feathers

By Vivek Shraya

By Tanya Talaga

ANF 819.16 SHR
Vivek Shraya’s debut poetry
collection boldly states its
interrogation of race with its
clever title. While playing with
poetic form, she writes about
the energy taken up by racism
and by moving through the world as a racialized
person of South Asian descent in Canada.

ANF 305.897071 TAL
Anishinaabe journalist and
author dives into the
heartbreaking and infuriating
story of the death of seven
Indigenous high school students
in Thunder Bay in the years
2000-2011. Bringing each person to life and
honouring their humanity, Talaga highlights
Canada’s longstanding humans rights abuses
inflicted on Indigenous peoples.

Brown: What Being Brown in
the World Means Today
By Kamal Al-Solaylee

ANF 070.92 ALS
Yemen-born Canadian
journalist Kamal Al-Solaylee
explores the concept of
brownness and the experiences
of the enormous group of
people who find themselves in this racial
category, from the Middle East, South and East
Asia, Africa, Latin America, and more.

BlackLife
By Rinaldo Walcott and Idil
Abdillahi

ANF 305.896071 WAL
Just as the subtitle—Post-BLM
and the Struggle for
Freedom—asserts, academics
Walcott and Abdillahi
investigate Black Lives Matter
activism in Toronto as it relates to Black activism
in Canada generally and globally.

Witness to Loss
Edited By Pamela H. Sugiman
and Jordan Stanger-Ross

ANF 971.100495 WIT
This study focuses on a crucial
figure, Kishizo Kimura, during
the Canadian’s government’s
uprooting and internment of
Japanese Canadians in WW2.
Although Kimura saw his own life upended, he
was also a member of the committee that
oversaw the forced sale of Japanese Canadians’
property, thereby participating in his own
community’s dispossession.

The Diary of Dukesang Wong
By Dukesang Wong, Wendy Joy
Hoe (Translation)

ANF 971.100495
This remarkable book contains
the only known first-person
account of a Chinese worker
on 19th century railways.
Translated by Wong’s
granddaughter, the diary
chronicles Wong’s experiences on Gold
Mountain, including exploitation, comradery,
sickness, starvation, work, and racism.

